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Left to right: Chief Minister Shiela Dikshit, Member Secretary Yogendra Narain, Chairman SK Misra, Founder Member Martand Singh,
Secretary Culture Jawahar Sarkar

T

he Silver Jubilee Year of INTACH, commemorated with
an All India Convenors’ Meeting held on 27th-28th
January at the India Islamic Cultural Centre, will remain
a landmark for all times. The thrice-elected popular Chief
Minister of Delhi Smt Sheila Dikshit was the Chief Guest
for the inaugural session. As Chairman SK Misra, one of the
1984 Founding Members, stated in his welcoming address:
“On this day 25 years back, a historic decision was taken to
set up INTACH. Little did we realize at that time the impact
this organization would eventually come to have, not only
throughout India as a model of inspiration, but on many
other countries - and today as leader in the international
heritage world. We can take pride in the fact that INTACH is
now accepted as one of the five leading national Heritage

Trusts in the world”. It was the late Smt Indira Gandhi
who recognized the need to create public awareness
about India’s rich cultural heritage through the creation
of a non-governmental organization of volunteers and
dedicated conservationists, to supplement the efforts of
the Archaeological Survey of India. Under its first Chairman,
the late Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi, a chain of INTACH
Chapters was built up in different parts of the country,
manned “by men and women with an extraordinary sense
of commitment to the cause of heritage conservation” said
SK Misra. “We are fortunate that several of them are with
us today – Martand Singh, Maharaja Gaj Singh of Jodhpur,
Dr. Kapila Vatsayanan and O.P. Jain”. Others like the late
Pupul Jayakar, BK Thapar, Madhav Rao Scindia, LK Jha,

He has a Dream……
The INTACH family congratulates Chairman SK Misra who was conferred the Padma Bhushan as an outstanding civil servant on Republic
Day 2009. We like to think that his untiring efforts to spearhead INTACH’s many initiatives since 2000 - that placed the organisation on the
national front as the largest network of its kind and on the global conservation circuit - have in some measure contributed to this recognition
by the Government of India. INTACH officials and staff take pride in sharing Chairman’s vision for the future, when he states with much
determination and a confidence that is characteristic of his many successes to date :
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“Our long term goal is to get Delhi declared as a World Heritage City, but it is an uphill task requiring special legislation and infrastructure
development. We need to keep working on it………I would also want to see INTACH being given the role of principal advisory to the Government
on all issues relating to heritage conservation and environment…… I do not want heritage to be just monument-centric as it should also focus
on people and have a socio-economic objective. It should help people raise the quality of their lives. In the next four to five years I envisage
that heritage too would become as important an issue as the environment”.
And the Chairman’s dream will be fulfilled, if everyone in INTACH keeps working at it!

Chief Minister Worries
It is good to have a Chief Minister who worries about heritage,
especially when it is reported that Delhi’s historical heritage
is misused or defaced by repeated human interventions. Smt
Sheila Dikshit expressed concern over the insensitive nature of
the people, specifically mentioning the deteriorating condition
of historical structures like the Humayun Tomb, Blue Mosque,
Tuglak Fort. She pointed out that heritage conservation bodies
have not even put placards at monuments inspite of Delhi
being the window to India with the largest treasure of 1800
historical sites. The Indian Railways is also marching ahead with
its work of Nizamuddin Station around Tughlak Fort, inspite of
asking them to curtail expansion plans.

Lighting of Lamp

She said “As Delhi is a growing mega city, infrastructural
development is happening at a random pace, and the brunt
is faced by the city’s nature, which is part of our heritage…..
Earlier, Delhi had 300 water bodies and the Delhi Government
has managed to conserve 90-100 of them to meet the shortage
of water”. Development at what price of heritage? At least the
Delhi Government has managed to create 19 city forests, each
with a minimum of 1500 trees.

Dada Chandji, and others who left a legacy with their
contribution to INTACH in its fledgling years were also
remembered by SK Misra on the occasion. The lighting
of the inaugural lamp symbolized both a homage to
the past legacy of these INTACH luminaries, and also the
bright glow for the continual success of the organisation.
The recently appointed Secretary Culture, Shri Jawahar
Sarkar was specially welcomed. As also all the 110
INTACH Convenors present. They continue to be as
Chairman described “the men and women of extraordinary
commitment” like their predecessors. They are not only the
eyes and ears of INTACH, but a conscientious and active work
force who have facilitated expansion of INTACH activities on
different fronts, many regions and three countries overseas.
Shri SK Misra generously acknowledged the support of the
Governing Council, Executive Committee, past Member
Secretaries, current Heads of Divisions and the Central
Office staff. There was a special mention of Ms. Maureen

Liebl who has been a constant consultant to INTACH,
liberally sharing her professional skills at multiple levels.
The first day of the Silver Jubilee ended in high spirits and
much bonhomie with dinner hosted by Mumbai Convenor
Tasneem Mehta and her husband Vikram Mehta, Chairman
Shell Group of Companies in India, at their Delhi residence.

Release of Conservation Brief
Chief Minister Sheila Dikshit released an important
conservation brief Heritage Conservation – Legislative and

INTACH Chairman welcoming Maharaja Gaj Singh (left) and Shri Salman Khurshid (right) at the Valedictory
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Heart Beat of INTACH…
“The heart beat of INTACH was, and is and always should be its Chapters. And when INTACH was first discussed, we realized that if this
organization was to be effective in any way, it is the Chapters which are the crucible in which the cultural manthan took place and the only
real responsibility of the Central Office was to listen and to respond well.
We understood equally that the diversity of India’s cultural patterns was its strength and to listen well was to be wise. The seed of this idea
rested in ‘passion projects’. A passion project was essentially an idea proposed by the Convenor of the Chapter because of his/her interest
in that subject. It could vary from writing a single letter everyday to somebody in some Government department to something like planting
a tree in Bombay to projects as large as ‘Ganga Seva Bharat Seva’…….Each idea had to be welcomed by the people of the area in which
the work was to be conducted. And for this, therefore, the Central Office was vital………
The other aspect of the Central Office was as the means of approaching the Central Government or Parliament, and where necessary the
Supreme Court of India. But at the crux of every intervention were the Chapters. The Chapters, essentially voluntary in nature, shared
one common perspective which is that their interest is larger than themselves.
So where do we go from here? Bharat has not changed much. The problems, if anything, have increased in scale. There are many more
people. The flows in the rivers are less. The pollution is more. There is an abundance and plethora of buildings and archaeological sites as
more and more are added to the older already on the list. The same is true of paintings and sculptures….. However, I feel that today there
is greater awareness.
Let us prioritize together where INTACH and its Chapters can make a contribution or a difference to the future patterns of India. Possibly
the single most important tier in which it could make a contribution is cleanliness – Swach Bharat. Clean India within and without. From
turning off the tap to the cleaning of India’s great rivers, from not using plastic bags to dealing with the massive metropolitan waste
disposal schemes, from reducing one’s reliance on paper to replanting the forests of India, from preventing oneself from giving that one
iconic rupee to possibly some honorable but greedy public official to dealing with the massive problems of corruption and intolerance that
face every developing and developed country, from apathy to love.
For the printed volumes, the single most important contribution that Chapters can make is to record what exists, for the purpose of archives,
or for use in urban planning process……
The vision of INTACH is eternal. It came into being long before you began and will outlive each and every one of us. I too have a dream……….
if you serve her for it is a privilege to do so, then let me promise you just one thing – India’s tomorrow will be greater than her today.
Martand Singh, Founder Member,
INTACH General Secretary, Former Vice Chairman INTACH, Current Chairman INTACH UK Trust

Organizational Policies for India – by Shyam Chainani. The
author is a Member of INTACH’s Governing Council, and
Founder Member of Bombay Environmental Action Group
(BEAG) and its predecessor Bombay Bachao Committee
since its inception in 1977. His tireless efforts in the field
of heritage legislation have been the catalyst for adoption
of heritage regulations in many States like Maharashtra,
Gujarat, Andhra Pradesh, Delhi and Punjab. Other
enlightened States that wish to follow suit may contact him
through email : shyam@beag.net

It was the general consensus of the two day brain storming
during the Silver Jubilee that the Central Government should
come out with legislation for preservation of the cultural
heritage across the country, with a well synchronized legal
framework.

Release of Stamps
On the occasion of the Silver Jubilee held on 27th January
Jyotiraditya Scindia, Minister of State for Communications
and Information Technology, released postage stamps
featuring four heritage monuments – St Anne’s Church, Goa;
Jaisalmer Fort, Rajasthan; Qila Mubarak, Patiala; Mongyu
Monastery, Ladakh – representative of the major works of
conservation executed by INTACH in many States.

Chief Minister Shiela Dikshit releasing Heritage Conservation Brief
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INTACH staff

Panelists exchanging ideas

Head, Chapters Advisory Committee, Ishwar Das leading the way

Dr. Shobita Punja proclaiming Heritage Education
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Much to think about…

Shri Martand Singh with Ms. Maureen Liebl

Engaging with Shri Jawahar Sarkar
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Guests and Conveners

Shri OP Jain, Dr. OP Agrawal, Ms. Tasneen
Mehta

INTACH Convenors from the Northeast
Region

Happy faces… on the way to lunch

5
Coffee break

Concluding with a cultural show

… and to sleep over
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Ideas Float
Declare a Year of Listing
An idea was floated during the All India Convenors’ Meeting, an idea whose time has come. It was suggested that the 25th Year of
INTACH’s establishment 2009-2010 be declared as the “Year of Listing”. International organizations often designate a year with a
nomenclature to draw public attention to some pressing issue. The Chinese calendar does it regularly as a horoscopical feature.
What better way can there be to celebrate INTACH’s Silver Jubilee than going back to our basics - Listing - enshrined by the
Founding Members as one of the cardinal objectives in the Trust’s Memorandum of Understanding.
If every Chapter were to take up Listing as its major plank of activity during the current year, a veritable heritage tsunami might
blow across the country. The launch of such a national campaign, with a well calibrated publicity in the media , will soon gather a
force and momentum of its own with each passing month as the Listing grows. The comparative statistics on listing-cum-notifying
cited by Shyam Chainan, that regularly fall on deaf years, could be effectively highlighted. It would capture the attention of the
Government. It would create greater awareness among youth and public alike. It would remind all citizens that it is one of their
fundamental duties laid down by the Constitution to protect and preserve heritage. The Listing would span built, natural, tangible
and intangible heritage covering all areas of INTACH operations, with each Chapter taking up an area of listing most important to
its region. In a mega stroke this national campaign would address multiple INTACH’s objectives if conducted in a well coordinated
and concerted manner.
Make Heritage Economically Viable
Shri Naveen Kapur, INTACH US Convenor was emphatically of the view that if heritage projects are presented as economically viable
propositions, funds would flow in from difference sources, and there would be no need for the begging bowl. A national campaign
has the potential to become a bankable proposition. With every Convenor on board, every Chapter undertaking listing, the Head Office
would have a strong case on hand to write to the Union Government to make a budgetary allocation for Listing under the aegis of
INTACH, whose credentials are well established as the largest and leading organization in the field of heritage conservation. A similar
directive could follow across States when central funds are allocated to them. A well gift wrapped national campaign could also catch
the eye of the private sector and funding agencies, especially if tax exemption is granted.
Listing is an idea whose time has indeed come! It requires not only an army of conscience keepers, but movers and doers. The idea
floated has to be anchored. It will set the stage as a forerunner for declaring 2010 as the Year of National Heritage Mission. And so
on……. for each consecutive year.

Dr. Ishwar Das, Chairman Chapters Committee will be shortly sending all Convenors some pointers for drawing up an
action plan for two ideas that were generally well received at the Silver Jubilee meeting.

The INTACH family at the Silver Jubilee gathering
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News from Central Oﬃce
country and formed a joint partnership as the next phase.
India has many coastal States covering almost 7000 kms.
coastline of India. Thus began the on-going process of
extensively listing all the coastal States.

Maritime Heritage Documentation
A Joint Project with Vasant J. Sheth Memorial Foundation
The Vasant J. Sheth Foundation promotes maritime
education and related environmental issues. The
Foundation has been instituted by the Great Eastern
Shipping Company, and invites distinguished scholars to
deliver a lecture once a year. In 2001 Dr. Romila Thapar,
the eminent historian delivered a talk on maritime history.
It was her lecture that inspired the Foundation members
to further explore maritime heritage. They decided to start
listing the maritime heritage documents and Gujarat being
the nearest location with a rich maritime history was the
first region to be listed. Professor Iftikar Ahmed of Baroda
University was identified for the Gujarat listing, and he did
a creditable job.

The joint partnership has given each of the INTACH Chapters
of the coastal States the opportunity to work on the listing.
The project is succeeding in generating rare and extensive
corpus of visual documentation. For example, the Gujarat
coast has 56 sites from Kutch to Daman and over 1000
photographs have been documented. Similarly each of the
other States are also collecting interesting material. The
sites covered include forts, lighthouses, jetties, remnants
of old custom houses, specimen of colonial architecture,
religious monuments of different faiths, schools, libraries,
and palaces of merchants, etc. as nay be seen from the
following photographs from the State of West Bengal,
Gujarat, Orissa and Tamil Nadu :

The Foundation entered into a collaboration with INTACH
as a premier NGO for heritage sites and conservation in the
In West Bengal

Hansehswari Temple is located in Bansberia area. This monument shows a
perfect blend of cross culture architectural style during the later 18th century
and early 19th century.

Bandel Church is located near the banks of river Hoogly
dated 1599 A.D
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In Gujarat

Jetty is located in the port area of Veraval The process of ship/boat making
can also be seen in the picture.

Panch Tirth Kunda is located in Dwaraka Island, opposite Gomati Ghat,
also known as Panch Pandav Kund

In Orissa

Ruins of old Anglo Indian House located in Gopalpur town.

This ship repairing work shop is located between
Cuttack and Bhubaneswar city.

In Tamil Nadu

A residential building located in Pulicat, with typical vernacular style
architecture

Dutch Cemetery located in Pulicat town, in Thiruvallur district, with
.around 75 tombs and mausoleums.
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The city of Delhi joined 1000 cities across the world,
answering the call to observe World Earth Day on 28th
March, when the lights were switched off in large parts of
the capital at the anointed hour, with a considerable dip
in demand bringing it down by about 300 MW, from the
estimated consumption of 1000 MW daily.

A Call to National Parties
Chairman INTACH SK Misra addressed a letter to all
national parties including the Congress, Bharatiya
Janata Party, Communist Party of India, Telugu Desam
Party, Rashtriya Janata Dal, Samajwadi Party, Janta Dal
(United) and Bahujana Samaj Party. He proposed that all
National Parties should make a political commitment to
include heritage conservation in their respective Election
Manifestos. He drew their attention to Article 51A of the
Constitution which states that it is one of the fundamental
duties of every citizen to value and preserve the rich
heritage of our composite culture and to protect our
natural environment.

Annual General Meeting
INTACH Annual General Meeting (AGM) was held on the
morning of Saturday, 29th March at 11.30 am, with nearly
70 INTACH Members in attendance along with INTACH
Officers and Staff.
Chairman SK Misra gave a round up of the activities of
INTACH during the last year, and new initiatives in the
pipeline. Special mention was made of the Asian Regional
Cooperation Conference in December 2008 and the All
India Convenors’ Meeting in January 2009 when the Silver
Jubilee Year of INTACH was inaugurated with much fanfare
and a record attendance by Convenors of all zones.

This clause has more often than not been sacrificed at the
altar of progress and development, or by vested interests.
Shri SK Misra therefore strongly urged : “The commitment
of your Party to the cause of protection of our natural and
cultural heritage would go a long way in promoting the cause
of heritage awareness and also symbolize the political will to
protect the country’s heritage”.

Shri Misra highlighted the regular interaction with
Embassies in Delhi. Apart from the MOU signed with the
Delhi Government, MOUs have been signed with a number
of overseas organizations like the International Cultural
Centre in Krakow, Poland; Kazakh Scientific Research
Institute, Kazakhstan; Shinnyo-en, Japan; and with the
Governments of France and Spain. INTACH has been
building strategic partnerships with professionals on a
global scale for collective advocacy. Strength lies in numbers
when undertaking an uphill task like conservation.

It will be interesting for INTACH Members to discover how
many political parties pay heed to what is a matter of
national importance. If such a clause is adopted, it remains
to be seen how the new Government will translate words
into action.

Earth Hours

Some key projects undertaken by Chapters were presented
at the AGM by some Convenors and INTACH officers. Prof.
AGK Menon made a presentation on Delhi, as it is a crucial
time for heritage concerns to be factored into the make over
of the capital getting ready for the Commonwealth Games
2010. The plans he shared also gears up INTACH for the next
step in due course, to get Delhi a World Heritage status.

A Pledge
I am committed to conserve and care
I will not waste
I will use only my resource share
The wonders of nature are in my hands to protect
The rights of all beings is for me to respect

The main business of the AGM was filling up the vacancies
in various categories in the Governing Council, where
Members have a three years term. The results declared are
as follows :

With eco friendly habits I must connect
Let’s create a chain to stop climate change
THE EARTH HOURS IS OUR CALL

Life Member Category: Elected by
postal ballot

to become part of that change.
LET’S HEAL THE PLANET TOGETHER

Gen. L.K.Gupta (with highest votes)
Smt. Anita Singh
Dr. Hari Ballabh Maheshwari ‘Jaisal’
Smt. Sunita Kohli
Shri Govind Hari Singhania

The World Wildlife Fund called upon students, teachers
and their respective families to take the above Earth Hour
Pledge to switch off the light on 28th March from 8.309.30 pm.
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half a million photographs and 65,000 documents relating
to the history of the city dating back to 922AD. It also had
26 kilometres of files, 700 years worth of minutes passed
by the Cologne City Council, 50,000 posters, 104,000
historical maps and personal papers and bequests of
medieval residents and prominent German authors.

Shri Francis Wacziarg (re-elected for another term)
Dr.Sarayu Doshi (reelected for another term)
Institutional Member Category :

Mehrangarh Fort Museum Trust, Jodhpur
Gyan Pravaha Centre for Cultural Studies & Research,
Varanasi

On 3rd March the six storey building collapsed, the cause
currently under investigation is thought to be linked to
the construction of underground railway lines in the area.
Recovery efforts are going on, with trained volunteers
and help of private security firms pressed into emergency
service. Most recovered items from mountains of rubble
have had to be air dried or shock frozen, but it is feared
that stores held in the lower parts of the building could be
irretrievably damaged and become the ‘Lost memory of the
City of Cologne’, despite the fact that Cologne has a lot of
people with conservation training due to the University in
the city.

Donor Member Category :

No nominations received
Corporate Member Category :

No nominations received
The AGM ended with a social gathering over Lunch at the
India International Centre, as is the usual practice every
year.

Cultural Wing
H.H. the Dalai Lama addressed a gathering on 18th January
at the India International Centre, at a function organized by
the Cultural Wing of INTACH.

Chairman SK Misra has written to the German Ambassador
offering the services of INTCH professionals for restoration
of manuscripts, papers, paintings and photographs that
are some areas of specialization of INTACH Conservation
Laboratories.

Delivering the keynote address, the Dalai Lama said “The
time has since changed considerably” presumably referring
to the changed policy from getting Tibet freed of Chinese
control. Now in a globally integrated economic order,
sovereignty has lost its shine. Look how European countries
have come together for a union by compromising on
sovereignty. Hence we need meaningful functional autonomy
not only to determine our social and economic fate, but also
to preserve our great heritage”, he said.

‘Goodbye Mr. Shah’
Saying good byes is always a difficult thing to do, especially
when it happens to be to INTACH Vice President Hasmukh

Stating that the Tibetan culture is an abstract of India, the
Dalai Lama said the live cultural heritage of Ahimsa needed
to be preserved and propagated in the contemporary world
where hatred and widespread violence were dictating the
terms of human actions”., the Dalai Lama said “At one point
of time when education had no role to play and it was sheer
physical strength which determined the status of a person, the
men folk dominated humankind. But now, since education
has acquired a pivotal role and it is the mind that determines
status of a person, there does not exist any difference between
the two genders”. He did not rule out the possibility of
women lamas. Food for thought?

Shah. An ideas man, a dedicated conservationist, and a
fine gentleman. It is best said in the words of Chairman
himself:
”It is difficult to reconcile ourselves to the fact that you are
no longer with us as……. I have always looked up to you for
guidance and support, and you have never failed me in taking
on whatever responsibility I asked you to shoulder. However,
the thought that I can always bank on you is very comforting.

From Delhi to Cologne - With Concern

All of us here will miss you, but, I am sure your presence on

Cologne’s historical archive houses one of Europe’s most
important collections of records worth an estimated $545
million in value. The archive housed a wealth of medieval
documents, including a rare commentary on St.Mathew’s
Gospel by the leading German theologian Albertus Magnus,

various occasions will always be the silver lining”.
Smt. Asha Vasant J. Seth took over as the new Vice Chairman
of INTACH.
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News from ICCI
The third edition of the Directory of Museums of India,
completed and updated by Smt. Usha Agrawal, Director
Museums Development Cell, ICCI, Lucknow has come out
recently. It has relevant details of 747 museums, and carries
all relevant information on museums with details like type
of collection the museum has, timings, contact numbers,
availability of guide services, etc.

Conservation of ceramic glazed vase
A glazed vase with Central Asian Buddhist themes was
received at the INTACH Art Conservation Centre, Delhi in
a completely disintegrated state. Each piece of the broken
vase was carefully aligned and stuck together employing
acrylic polymer based adhesives. Lost portions were
recreated using similar shaped terracotta pieces, while lost
designs were recreated by employing evidential designs in
surroundings.

Before

Before

- Delhi Centre -

- Lucknow Centre -

Before

- Kolkata Centre -

After

Before

- Kolkata Centre -

After

After

Shantiniketan Paintings restored by Lucknow Centre

After
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Wedding of Goddess Meenakshi Sundereswarer - Kerala Centre - After conservation

Before

- Kerala Centre -

After

Before

- Mumbai Centre -

After

Before

- Journal Mumbai Centre -

After
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News from AHD
Mubarak Mandi Complex, Jammu
As reported earlier the preparation of detailed conservation
and adaptive reuse plans of the Palace complex popularly
known Mubarak Mandi Complex was in progress. During
the current quarter three major reports were generated on
Raja Amar Singh Palace, Rani Charaki Palace and Rani Kathar
Palace. The reports have been submitted to Govt. of Jammu
& Kashmir.

100 feet Bell Tower, St. Anne’s Church

St.Estevam Fort, Goa
The restoration of St. Estevam Fort at Goa is in progress.
The accumulated earth from the chambers was removed
and the flooring all around the chamber was exposed.
Restoration of fort wall has been taken up currently.

Rani Charaki’s Palace, Mubarak Mandi

St. Anne’s Church, Goa
The restoration work of St. Anne’s Church, Goa remained in
progress. The broken trusses and the asbestos sheets were
removed from the top of church. The vaulted roof was
water tightened and cracks were filled up. Repairs of top
storey of the Bell Tower were carried out and fallen masonry
of the north side of the Bell Tower was reconstructed.

Excavating original floor level, St. Estevam Fort

Heritage Development Plan, Varanasi
INTACH has been requested by the Varanasi Development
Authority to prepare the Heritage Development Plan for
the city of Varanasi. The architects and consultants of AH
division started the work in January 2009. As part of the
plan, INTACH has proposed to undertake the following
tasks:
•
St. Anne’s Church, exposed wall
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Heritage structure, Varanasi

Review of various laws and regulations related to
heritage conservation and preparation of a
comprehensive protection mechanism for heritage
zones.

(c ) Restoration of five Kunds in Varanasi.
(d) Development of an interpretation center at Chet
Singh Palace and Ghat.

Develop detailed project reports for five identified
sites:

(e) Conservation of selected five heritage public
buildings of Varanasi.

(a) Development and conservation of Dasashwamedh
Ghat.

INTACH submitted the first two DPRs and listing of heritage
buildings “ phase I”in March 2009.

(b) Conservation and development of Panchkroshi
Ghats.

News from NHD
Division (NHD) and The Rights and Resources Initiative
(RRI), a global coalition to advance forest tenure, policy,
research and development. The subject, focused on key
trends and challenges for the future, is critical for India
in order to safeguard its rich ecological diversity and its
equally diverse socio-economy that characterizes the
landscape. It is pertinent to note that while India shares
2.5% of the world’s geographical area and 1.8% of forest
cover, it supports 16% of the world’s population and
18% of domestic cattle population. Not only is there
competing usage between agriculture (46.1%) vis-à-vis
forestry (22.6%) but there is added pressure on forest land
from development, particularly mining and hydropower
projects. The Forest Survey of India (FSI) periodically
conducts surveys that have indicated a visible degradation
owing to rampant grazing and unplanned collections.
Economic liberlisation has gradually impacted forest and
agricultural lands due to urbanization and industrialization
in the belief that what is good for business is good for the
nation.

Left to Right: Samar Singh, Arvind Khare, Director RPI, Yogendra Narain, SK
Misra, Suresh Prabh, Former Union Minister, Vifai Sharma, Secretary, MoEF,
and Andy White, President, RRI

Conference on Indian Forestry :
Key Trends & Challenges
The Conference on Indian Forestry on 5th-6th March was
held under the collaborative aegis of the Natural Heritage

Long term conservation of forests is closely tied to security
14
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of tenure and eco-friendly livelihood of forest dwellers. This
was the consensus of Indian researchers and academicians
who had been specially invited to the Conference and
presented a collection of papers, constructively building on
three decades of research on forestry and forest conservation
in the field. The papers covered a broad spectrum of key
issues like social conflicts around forests, use and abuse
of forests, impact of global economy on the sector, the
role of institutions, and the efficacy of different kinds of
conservation strategies. The participants agreed that new
dimensions to the problem have emerged due to multiparty governments, inequality of growth, empowerment
of underprivileged population, growing protests in rural
and remote areas.

engage with the disinherited “other set of people”. Shri
Samar Singh, Head of NHD, summed up the proceedings
by stating that this kind of Conference “at best only helps to
track development. Listening is an important aspect of good
governance”.
The Government must listen before arriving at a new
forestry paradigm.

Right
I will not stop cutting down trees
Though there is life in them

The much debated Forest Rights Act has thrown up as
many challenges as opportunities for positive action. A
number of issues related to forestry remain unresolved
as also issues like rights of tribal people and marginalized
people living near forest areas, livelihood concerns, and
wildlife conservation. In a rapidly changing world there is
need to regularly examine and re-examine social, economic
and ecological imperatives. Food, fodder, fuel and fiber will
continue to compete with forestry.

I will not stop plucking out leaves
Though they make nature beautiful
I will not stop hacking off branches
Though they are the arm of a tree
Because –
I need a hut.
- by Cherabandarajan Rao

The management of inevitable conflicts and transitions will
determine the fate of more than 250 million poor people
in India. As one of the participants Ms. Nandini Sundar
highlighted in the concluding session, there is need to

“When we heal the earth, we heal ourselves”

Key Recommendations

Danger Ahoy!

The Ministry of Environment & Forests (MoEF) should be
requested to constitute, at the earliest, a ‘Forest Forum’
consisting of the representatives of various stakeholders and
civil society, concerned Government officials and independent
members to foster a constructive dialogue aimed at addressing
the emerging trends and challenges.

The International Council for Science/World Meteorological
Organisation (WNMO). a Joint Committee of the
International Polar Year (IPY) reports that Greenland and the
Antarctica ice sheets are losing mass, and the rate of ice loss
with ocean, changed currents and winds more widespread
than thought prior to IPO. It states “What happens in the
polar region affects the rest of the world and concerns us all”.
Over a century ago it took 34 months for the Norwegian
explorer Fridt of Nansen to free his ship Ram from the frozen
Arctic Sea, but the scientists of the IPY got their vessel Tara in
and out of the ice in 14 months. Global warming can trigger
spin offs like fiercer storms and cyclones, greater humidity,
etc.

– David Orr, American politician.

The Ministry of Tribal Affairs should be requested to convene,
at the earliest, a workshop to consider and resolve the critical
issues relating to the implementation of the Scheduled Tribes
and Other Traditional Forest Dwellers (Recognition of Forest
Rights) Act 2006. The workshop should bring together the
representatives of concerned Government agencies, civil
society, various stakeholders and others who may be able to
contribute constructively.

Professor J. Srinivasan of the Indian Institute of Science, Centre
for Atmospheric and Ocean Sciences says “If the changes in
the polar region affect the trajectory of the narrow and strong
westerly winds in the mid-latitudes, then they might influence
the Indian monsoons”. That would be simply disastrous
for a predominantly agricultural country like India where
million of farmers are dependent on the annual rains for their
livelihood.

In parallel, the conference organizers – Indian National Trust
for Art and Cultural Heritage (INTACH) and the Rights and
Resources Initiative (RRI) – should work towards establishing
a multi-stakeholders platform to provide scope for an open
dialogue and exchange and also to support the initiative of a
‘Forest Forum’ to be established by the MoEF.
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News from HECS
undertaken by INTACH. After tea, the participants were
taken on a visit to Mehrauli Archaeological Park conducted
by Ajay Kumar to acquaint them with a conservation project
on site undertaken by the Delhi Chapter.

Training Media on Heritage
Heritage Education and Communication Service (HECS)
prepared a module for a Media and Heritage Workshop.
The objective of this orientation programme was to acquaint
the Media with the full import of heritage value, the terms,
references and issues so as to enable better coverage by the
Media of this specialized sector and ‘educate’ the public. It
is a subject of critical importance and concerns us all.

The following suggestions/ recommendations were made
at the Media Workshop by the participants, to generate
greater public attention:

Member Secretary Yogendra Narain welcomed 21
participants from different Media agencies at the INTACH
Multi Purpose Hall on 4th March, 2009. Chairman. S.K. Misra
briefed the journalists on the role of INTACH, highlighting
past achievements and future objectives.
Dr. Shobita Punja, Director HECS gave an audio visual
presentation on What is Heritage? She pointed out that
the Constitution and Article 51A, stated that it is the
duty of Indian citizens to protect and improve the natural
environment including forests, lakes, rivers and wildlife.
She stressed that the Media could play a pivotal role in
generating mass awareness and sensitizing people on their
role as citizens.
The presentation was followed by a lively group discussion
between the participants and the Heads of INTACH Divisions
on topics such as community participation, proper
interpretation of heritage sites and signage, archaeological
and environmental impact assessment of all development
projects like the Metro rail, etc.

•

INTACH should organize a Forum for Senior Editors to
apprise them of heritage issues, as they decide on daily
news that should be given importance.

•

HECS should network with the following papers - in
particular Young World, Nandan (Hindustan Times),
Bachpan (Aaj Samaj) to generate interesting inputs for
their readers.

•

INTACH should provide tit-bit features on heritage
that can be aired on Radio services like AIR/ F.M. etc.
regularly.

•

Emails/ SMS should be sent regarding information and
current issues to the Media when INTACH has a heritage
story that should be widely told.

•

INTACH should contact the features/ weekend
magazine section Editors to incorporate heritage issues
and features on a sustained basis.

Each participant was given a copy of Newsletter - Virasat,
Young INTACH, the INTACH Brochure, Convenors’ Directory
so as to be able to contact INTACH members in the field,
Charter for the Conservation of Unprotected Architectural
Heritage and Sites in India, and World Charter for Nature.
HECS proposes to organize similar media orientation
workshops at Sate and City Chapters across the country in
the future.

Shri Nilabh Sinha from Material Heritage Division interacted
with the participants and guided their visit through the
Delhi Conservation Centre laboratory. They viewed various
kinds of on-going conservation projects, and were very
impressed by the record of major art restoration works

Media workshop in progress - Conducted by Dr. Shobita Punja
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News from HTD
Ministry of Tourism commissioned INTACH to prepare a
Tourism Development Plan for the two Northeast States
of Meghalaya and Arunachal Pradesh. The plan outlines
provided by the Heritage Tourism Division (HTD) focused
on opportunities (natural and man-made), participation
(community and tourists), and sustainability (economic
and environment). They took into account the following
factors in each State :

experiencing Nature that has remained largely unexplored
in these regions.

•

Tribal culture, traditional festivals and performing arts

•

Palaces, temples and other important old buildings

•

Natural precincts, wild life sanctuaries

•

Buddhist culture

Currently, the Northeast Region receives only 1% of the
total tourist arrival in India. A few tourist circuits have
already been identified and have become popular amongst
tourists. HTD proposes a “tourism plan approach” i.e. to
build upon the existing circuits, and identify and develop
new circuits to cater to the needs of the target audience. The
Division proposes to hire staff for process facilitation, and
local NGOs for social mobilization and skill development.
To facilitate preparation of Tourism Plans, it is proposed to
look at convergence of tourism plan with State priorities
taking into account the following :

•

Traditional crafts

•

•

Museums, both Government and privately owned
reserved areas which promote tribal villages

Guidelines to assess economic viability for each
proposed activity

•

Funding of the various projects suggested in the plan

•

Local knowledge which needs to be disseminated for
the benefit of local community and others.

•

Carrying capacity of various sites

•

Entrepreneurship Development for the beneficial
participation of the local community i.e. economic
opportunities and employment generation

•

Sustainability and preservation of natural and cultural
heritage

•

Risk mitigation factors for success of the plan

Arunachal Pradesh for example comprises 20 tribes divided
into 70 sub tribes; whereas Meghalaya is inhabited by
three main tribes - Garo, Khasi and Jaintiya. Both the States
offer a wide range of opportunities for tourists ranging
from cultural discovery to mountaineering, trekking and

News from ICHD
Recently, the Intangible Cultural Heritage (ICH) Division
completed three projects of documentation on film along
with reports.

medical tradition of the Khasis in Meghalaya; and exploratory
documentation of culture heritage in Lahul. The films on
Assam and Meghalaya were shown at the Multipurpose Hall
to the Chairman and senior officials of INTACH in February.
All three films have rich material of intrinsic value for the

These include documentation of witchcraft, mantras and
occult practices for therapeutic purposes in Assam; herbal

Healing a girl of jaundice by Mantra, Assam

Weaving at the Crafts Museum, Delhi, documenting crafts
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action can be taken, where advocacy is called for by way
of revival of endangered aspects. These films will soon
be available at the interactive station newly set-up by the
INTACH Documentation Centre (IDC).

News from IDC

Chairman SK Misra inaugurating the Audio-Visual Centre, IDC

Dr. Narayani Gupta, Chairman and IDC Staff

An Audio Visual Centre was inaugurated by Chairman SK
Misra on 3rd March, signifying another leap forward in
the long term scheme envisaged by one of the Founder
Members BK Thapar in 1985 for establishing a Library of
Culture. There is a long way to go before a substantial
collection of archival material relating to cultural artifacts
and recordings of oral traditions is completed, said Dr.
Narayani Gupta, Head of (IDC) in her usually modest way.

proceedings. To this the Audio-Visual Centre has now
added Virasat films salvaged from the store room, in house
documentary films or purchased from agencies like PBST
and CCRT, recordings of music and lectures, slides and
photographs from various Divisions and Chapters.
The IDC next plans to collaborate with the School of
Planning and Architecture, with the National Mission on
Monuments, and with the Indira Gandhi Centre for the
Arts. The IDC is a member of DELNET.

The addition of a Audio Visual Centre at the INTACH
Documentation Centre (IDC) founded 2003, merits special
mention. The IDC had already collected 500 odd project
reports, listing of 40,000 heritage buildings, heritage
related clippings from major daily newspapers, maps
and drawings, publicity material, and sundry conference

The INTACH Documentation Centre is a resource centre,
place of unrestricted entry, welcoming citizens and all
readers to browse and acquaint themselves with heritage
knowledge. Borrowing facilities at present are limited to
the staff of Central Office.

New Arrivals in INTACH Library
• Sprink, Walter M., Ajanta: History and Development, Leiden: Brill,
2009
• Dangwal, Dhirendra Datt, Himalayan Degradation: Colonial Forestry
and Environmental Change in India, New Delhi: Cambridge University
Press, 2009
• Ganguli, Shyam, Doon Rediscovered, New Delhi: Rupa & Co, 2009
• Landscapes of Clearance: Archaeological and Anthropological
Perspectives, United States of America: Left Coast Press, 2008.
• Towards Sustainable Society: Perspective, New Delhi: Clarion Book,
2008
• Forest Rival and Water Harvesting, Pune: Kalpavrish, 2001
• Undermining India, Pune: Kalpavrish, 2003
• Securing India’s Future, New Delhi: Kalpavrish.

Presentation of IDC material
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News from Chapters
Andhra Pradesh
East Godavari
Prof. Allam Appa Rao Garu, Vice Chancellor, JNTU, Kakinada
delivered the inaugural address at a function organized by
the Chapter on 9th January at the Engineering College
auditorium. It was part of the efforts being made to
create awareness among community members about the
importance of conserving natural heritage. Shri K. Siva
Kishan of CII Sohrabji Godrej Green Business Centre was
invited to make a presentation on Global Warming. Chief
Patron of the Chapter, Collector and District Magistrate
Gopalkrishna Dwivedi, Convenor Sesha Kumari and CoConvenor YS Harishchandra Rao were present on the
occasion to welcome the invitees.

DV Dharma Rao, Convenor speaking in workshop on local heritage

Awareness Programme was launched by the Chapter with
an introductory workshop Know Your Srikakulam on 20th
December. A Quiz competition open to Degree College
ensured a significant number of students participation,
conducted by Convenor DV Dharama Rao with prizes
awarded to the winners of the five student groups.

The Chapter is also making efforts to draw attention
to dying rural performing arts. A Leather Puppet Show
organized immediately after the programme was a great
success. Chapter members have voluntarily contributed a
small sum for enhancing INTACH Library at Head Office
with books on heritage subjects, a most unusual gesture
which is acknowledged with great appreciation.

INTACH Member P. Jaganmohana Rao, also Secretary of
the Indian Red Cross Society, was the Chief Guest. Eminent
teachers and activists of Youth Services Shri Radha Krishna
and Vighneswara Rao acted as resource persons; while
Member K. Purshottam explained various facets of local
heritage to the participants. Over the next one month the
District Chapter organized three other programmes.

Srikakulam
The Srikakulam Chapter has youth awareness programme
as one of its focal activities. In October last a Heritage
Education Programme had been successfully conducted
involving 100 schools, inaugurated by the Collector and
Chairman of Youth INTACH Steering Committee, Shri
Nagulapalli Srikant who announced that 100 schools had
been identified for implementation of Heritage Clubs.
As a follow up of this programme, the National Heritage

The first : Protect Heritage – Natural and Cultural Heritage on
31st December at the Action in Rural Technology Services
Voluntary Organisation (ARTS), Burja Mandal. The Chief
Guest was Dr. M. Chittibabu, Retd. District Medical and
Health Officer. The sessions were designed to teach the

Sri Nagulapalli Srikant IAS Collector and Chief Patron giving away prizes
to the winners in Quiz on “World Heritage Sites in India”. To his right Mr.
S.Mohana Rao, Dist. Youth Welfare Officer

Learning experience at heritage exhibition
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100 trainees from rural tribal communities of Srikakulam
and Vijayanagaram Districts about protecting their
heritage. Dr. BVA Ramana Rao Naidu, a research scholar in
medicinal plants, gave a demonstrative lecture, to teach the
participants on how to preserve the flora and fauna that
was gradually becoming extinct. There were a number of
other lectures : Tribal Culture by Founder Chairman ARTS
Sri N.Sanyasi Rao; Thimsa Dance by Convenor Dharma Rao;
and Tribal Language by Sri Appala Naidu.
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Condolences
The news about Shri P.Y. Chintamani, an INTACH Member since
1991, passing away on 22nd August 2008 was communicated
only recently. INTACH sends its belated condolences to his son
PSN Rao and other members of the Chintamani family. With
the passing of time, we sincerely hope they have come to terms
with their grievous loss. We send good wishes for their future
well being.

The second workshop : Preserve Heritage on 5th January
was organized at Palkonda, Srikakulam District. Its objective
was to train 200 women volunteers and Anganwadi
workers from rural communities in how to preserve their
local heritage. It was held in association with the Integrated
Child Development Society (ICDS), whose Project Officer
made an elaborate presentation specifically on the heritage
of rural areas.

Heritage Club Members attended the event. It concluded
with an enthralling Karnataka music recital rendered by
KSR Balakrishna Sastry from Hyderabad.
Hyderabad
Project Co-ordinator M.Vedakumar has forwarded a Note
on INTACH-HUDA Listing Project, Hyderabad. He describes
the city as “a true reflection of Matrix of Civilisation” with an
architectural heritage spread over various phases of reigns
and growth in the city. There are more than a thousand
sites deserving listing for notification, under recognizance
survey since Feb.2007. A study is now being conducted in
accordance with the international and national Heritage
Guidelines. The inventory may help to get World Heritage
status for a few places, and most definitively serve Master
Planning of the twin cities of Hyderabad-Secunderabad.

The last in the series : Public Meeting was held on 23rd.
January, with a series of lectures on heritage issues
concerning Srikakulam District, at the Bapuji Kalamandiram,
Srikakulam. It was inaugurated by Joint Collector Sri E.
Sridhar who lighted the lamp, and also released the calendar
published by Green Corps. The Photo Exhibition mounted
by INTACH photgrapher Sri M.Srinivas drew a large number
of students. Equally popular was the Quiz in which Heritage
Club students from 10 schools participated. The Seminar on
the History of Srikakulam District and Architectural Heritage
had eminent speakers like historian cum journalist Nalli
Dharma Rao; architectural expert Sri B. Siva Prasad who
spoke about temples; Dr. BVA Rama Rao Naidu who made
a power point presentation on flora and fauna; research
scholar Badri Kurma Rao who gave an elaborate lecture on
folk art of North Andhra with illustrations and songs.

When completed, this listing project may well become a
model to follow for heritage projects in the country.

Heritage Rock Sites
The Andhra Pradesh State Government notified 14 rock
formations in the city as heritage precincts. These include
formations on which Dargah Moula Ali, Dargah Hazrat Khadme
Rasool and Dargah Bibi Kohli Batul are located; the sentinel
rock near Moula Ali Dargah; the Skull Rock at Madhapur; and
the Hamburger Rock in the campus of the National Institute of
Tourism and Hiospitality. Also on the list are rocks on which
Dargah Paharee-Shareef is located, rock formations near Urdu
University campus, Peeran Sah Wali Dargah, Dargah Ghaar-eMubarak, Shameerpet Lake, Baba Fakhrudin Aulia Dargah and
Puppalaguda.This is in addition to the 147 buildings and 9 sites
notified earlier. This places Andhra Pradesh as being one of the
most conservation-sensitive States of India.

INTACH Co-Convenor KVJ Radha Prasad was also involved
along with other Members in organizing this mammoth
programme, stretching through the day till nightfall. Over
500 people from Government, NGOs, INTACH invitees and

It is in contrast to the capital city of Delhi where encroachment
or disappearance of heritage sites and buildings occur with
absolute frequency, and make headlines like “History Hemmed
In & Vandalised”. ASI has no police power, notices were issued
in 97 cases under intimation to MCD, NDMC, DDA and DCP –
but heritage conservation efforts have yet to reach Parliament.
The pursuit of heritage regulations needs to be one of the
primary objectives for INTACH.
Public meeting and Seminars on 23.01.09
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Delhi 6

The Chapter has many on going projects in hand, keeping in
mind the Commonwealth Games next year there is regular
interaction with the Delhi Government under the terms of
the MOU signed last year. It is proposed to use heritage as a
link to integrate the city of Delhi. INTACH will use a design
based approach to integrate development; coordinate all
ongoing proposals; identify specific links that connect the
Heritage of Delhi; and develop these links as special routes
highlighting historic structures/ precinct.

Delhi 6 made news in the month of February, but there is a real
Old Delhi that cannot be captured in reel. Chandni Chowk was
once the hub of social, cultural and religious life of Dilli long
before Connaught Place came into existence. It was also a place
which witnessed much bloodshed and violence in history. A
few years after it was built by Shah Jehan, his son Dara Shikoh
was taken to his execution mounted on a dirty elephant and
mocked by victorious soldiers of his brother Aurangzeb. Perhaps
the bloodiest events were the invasion of Nadir Shah and then
the so called “Mutiny”. The holocaust that followed claimed
the lives of the last Moghul Bahadur Shah’s sons. Later British
bands played in front of the Baptist Church, and preachers of
various faiths gathered for discourses with their adherents. But
rioting in 1947 and other outbreaks of communal frenzy only
tell us that not much is learnt from history or religion. Lajpat
Nagar Market built after partition for refugee traders opposite
the Chandni Chowk has almost merged with it. Earlier it
was known as Pipalwala Bagh where nationalist leaders like
Gandhi, Nehru and Swami Shraddhanand among others like
Jinnah and Sardar Patel addressed gatherings to the cries for
Independence. Pipalwala Bagh is no more with all its huge
peepal trees long cut down. So how can Chandni Chowk be
ever restored to its pristine glory and fame? Except to shoot
another kind of slumdog movie perhaps?

The Chapter also proposes to provide a cohesive identity
to the built and natural heritage along these routes. It will
facilitate the enhancement of tourist facilities and existing
infrastructure. There will be tourist kiosks and information
brochures. Also to be provided are clean-energy shuttle
buses with hop on/hop off service with integrated signage
along the way. Landscaping of open spaces, designated
parks and gardens and road medians are part of this major
planning project. Delhi is today a capital waiting to be
reborn!
The Chapter has also undertaken some outreach
programmes during this quarter, apart from the popular
Heritage Walks during winter weekends covering five
heritage zones. In collaboration with British Council,
the Chapter organized a seminar on Management and
Restoration of Historic Sites. In collaboration with DC
Publishers the book The Delhi that No-one Knows by noted
journalist Shri R.V.Smith was launched. In association
with CQPLW, Ridge Bachao Andolan and Paani Morcha, a
presentation was organized for citizens of Delhi to “Save
the Ridge”.

Gujarat
Vadodora
Vice Chairman INTACH, Shri Hasmukh Shah and President
of the Heritage Trust, Shri Karan Grover hosted the Annual
Viraasat Lecture on 7th March at Sayyajibaug Lawns near
the Baroda Museum. Shri M. Hamid Ansari, Vice President
of India released the book Myths and Legends of ChampanerPavagadh at this function which was presided by Shri
Narendra Modi, Chief Minister of Gujarat.

Exemplary Teachers
The Hindu College in Old Delhi was declared a heritage
building in 2006, and Rs.2 crores were sanctioned by the
Government for its renovation. The 30 cottages surrounding
the College, built in 1911 to house British soldiers, comprise
a much older heritage site but were not covered by the grant.
When Poonam Sethi saw the dank and gloomy 100 year old
cottage allotted to her, she found the premises quite unlivable.
Like Poonam three other teachers took upon themselves the
task of renovation, borrowing from Provident Fund or taking
loans, considering they might be living there for the rest of
their career. Will the repair bills deposited with the office for
good measure ever be paid is anyone’s guess! Meanwhile the
remaining cottages in this heritage site continue to crumble
with their broken doors and windows, their walls fast
suffocated with creepers, and stand doomed to dilapidation
unless the authority wakes up to the significance of these
cottages.

Haryana
Faridabad
Convenor Anand Mehta reports that one more institute
K.L.Mehta Dayanand Women College has joined the Young

Heritage Club Members of the KLMD College for Women
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Crafts Council of West Bengal Exhibition, Kolkata

INTACH Heritage Club circuit. A group of 40 girls were
taken on a heritage tour to Rani ki Chattri at Ballabgarh
subsequent to a talk by Dr. Shikha Jain. She is drawing up
a project report with estimated costs for the restoration
work. The Ballabgarh administration and local MLA have
conveyed that the project will be executed jointly with
INTACH.

An exhibition titled “Tribal Treasures” held by the CCWB at
Artisana, Chowringhee Terrace, in Kolkata was inaugurated
by Convenor Bulu Imam on 16th February and continued
up to 23rd February. The exhibition featured Khovar and
Sohrai paintings, and embroidered quilts (ledra) made by
the artists of the Tribal Women Artists Cooperative (TWAC).
Apart from these, artworks and crafts of the Todas of the
Nilgiris were on display. Paintings from Koraput, Rogan
painting of Kutch, Mech weaving of Jalpaiguri, Dokra from
Bastar and Mayurbhanj, Kantha from Shantiniketan, etc. also
were displayed. The Chapter thanks Director of the CCWB,
Smt. Ruby Palchoudhury for her assistance in making this
Exhibition a success.

Harappan Site
Another Harappan 4500 years old site was recently discovered
at Farmana in Haryana. It is reported to be the largest Harappan
cemetery in the country after visit by UNESCO, ASI and the
Haryana Department of Archaeology, Museum and Archives.
It has been decided to list this 10 acres site as protected, in
addition to the 33 acre habitation site already approved
for notification by the Chief Minister of Haryana. This year
Haryana proposes a serial nomination of five Harappan sites as
part of the National Initiative List which goes to UNESCO for
approval, whose Director-India Minja Yang avers: “The value of
a serial nomination rests on the outstanding universal value of
the ensemble. Not all the parts of that ensemble need to be for
tourism. Since education through visits is one of the key aims of
the Convention, the World Heritage Committee does expect some
part of the serial sites to be open to visitors”.

Hazaribagh
Exhibition of Tarshito, Milan
Convenor Bulu Imam informs that an exhibition titled
“Tarshito and the Sacred Cultures of Art” took place in Italy
at the Facoltà Teologica, Chiostri di S. Simpliciano, via dei
Cavalieri del Santo Sepolcro in Milan from 17th February
to 20th of March, 2009. In September 2006 artists of the
Tribal Women Artists Cooperative had painted a dozen
large murals on cloth with Tarshito at the Sanskriti Centre
in Hazaribagh. These paintings were displayed at the above
exhibition.

Convenor Bulu Imam at the Exhibition Tribal Treasures, Kolkata

Madhya Pradesh
Lalitpur
INTACH Lalitpur Chapter was inaugurated on 18th January
at the city’s famous Hotel Aryan, with Gwalior Convenor
Dr. HB Maheshwari ‘Jaisal’ as the Chief Guest. He along
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Rewa with officials from M/s Penguin Tours from Mumbai,
organizers from Bandhavgarh Foundation, HHMCT, HHR
Group, BPS Rewa and Kids for Tigers on 12th January at Fort
Rewa. It is an effort to involve NGOs working in the field to
protect the Tiger, and to motivate near by villagers to keep
away from their habitat so that both cattle and humans remain
at a safe distance. It advocates the need to develop the link
area or corridor between Bandhavgarh and Sanjay Gandhi
National Park to Save the Tiger, and also to draw a line on
the mushroom growth of resorts that have come up on old
recognized paths of tiger crossing. Some useful suggestions
are included in the Charter. The signatories voice what they
term as Return of the White Tiger back to Rewa.

Maharashtra

Inauguration of Lalitpur Chapter

Aurangabad

with Convenor Lalit Sharma and Members first paid a visit
to Devgarh where the famous archaeological Dashavtar
Temple and Jain temples are located.

Architectural students and faculty members of the Bhanuben
Nanavati College of Architecture for Women (BNCA), Pune
were invited to complete the documentation of the Bani
Begum Baugh, a traditional Mughal heritage garden at
Khutabad in Aurangabad District. The team comprised 8
post graduate students, 6 undergraduates and 4 faculty
members who were put up on site at the Khultabad Guest
House for three days from 6th-8th January.

The inaugural ceremony commenced in the evening with
the lighting of a lamp to the tune of Saraswati Vandana,
with honours done by Regional Chairman and INTACH
Member Manmohan Jadiya. Members Rajkumar Rathor,
Prakash Birthare, Vinod Tripathi, Firoz Iqbal and Smt. Harsha
Chaturvedi welcomed the special guests with garlands.
Convenor Sharma, a senior journalist by profession,
introduced each INTACH Member to the gathering; and
spoke about the material and intangible heritage of Lalitpur.
The Chapter will launch a number of concrete initiatives
to rescue the vestiges of ancient culture of the region, and
preserve the neglected legacy of the land.

Situated about 30 kms from Aurangabad, the tomb of
Bani Begum, consort of Aurangazeb’s son, is set within
the quadrangular garden surrounded by arched recesses
on the inside of an imposing wall. An elegant kiosk stands
at each corner with eight pillars mounted by an IndoSaracenic dome which curiously has a touch of Bengali
architecture. The summer pavilions and the mosque display
plaster work with exquisite detailing that make the Baugh
one of the few Mughal gardens in the Deccan worthy of
note. The architectural team produced detailed drawings
of the various structures, studied the landscape and the
water channels connecting the garden to the nearby lakes.
A detailed report on the documentation is expected very
soon, informs Convenor Mukund Bhogale.

Shri Rajneesh Chadha has been appointed Co-Convenor of
the Lalitpur Chapter.

Convenor Lalit Sharma with members of Lalitpur Chapter

Rewa
Chairman HHR Group of Hotels, Pushparaj Singh forwarded
the Bandha-Rewa Charter (BRC) to INTACH Chapter as duly
read, understood and signed by students of Mumbai and BPS

Students with Prof. Kamlapurkar; Gecrt Robberetch from Belgium Chapter,
Convenor M. Bhogala and others
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Students and faculty members at an orientation session by
Dr. R.S. Morwanchikar
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The stamp along with a first day cover was released by
M.E.Haq, Postmaster General, Vidarbha. He said “Nearly 4550 commemorative stamps are released every year. But this is
the first occasion when the entire district is feeling a sense of
honour at the release of a commemorative stamp”. He read
out a message from Smt. Pratibha Patil, President of India
who said Shedmake was the first revolutionary from a tribal
community to revolt against British rule in Vidarbha when
more than 100 British soldiers lost their lives.

Another student group of forty from the Guru Govind Singh
Indraprastha University in Delhi visited Aurangabad on
16th January to study features of the city. The introductory
lecture on the history of Aurangabad was given by Dr.
RS Morwanchikar with focus on the architectural style
during different periods of history. Convenor and INTACH
Members like Prasad Kulkarni, Ajay Kulkarni and others
attended the lecture. Earlier the Chapter had organized a
tour for the students to Ajanta on 14th January, and to
Ellora, Daulatabad and Bibi-ka-Maqbara on 15th guided
by Member Khaled Ahmed. On the conclusion of the
programme, the work of documentation of Himayat Baugh
was entrusted to the students to prepare the detailed
documentation.

Convenor Ashok Singh Thakur appreciated the efforts taken
by MP Hansraj Ahir during the past three years in getting this
stamp release approved. Life Member Milind Deshpande
conducted the proceedings. Shri Madhusudan Roongta,
President of MIDC Industries Association proposed the
vote of thanks. Co-Convenor Surendra Singh Gautam was
present overseeing the details of the event.

Chandrapur

Mumbai
An ambitious Museum Education Programme was launched
on 17th January in collaboration with Dr. Bhau Daji Lad
Museum, as part of the ongoing effort being made by
the Chapter to expose the young people of the city’s
population to the collections and resources of this state of
the art Museum. The objective is to enrich their knowledge
of various aspects of their city in a lively, interactive and
interesting way. The first workshop was conducted on
Pottery, with a short talk on pottery collection of the
Museum. The interpretation of the collection was prepared
in the form of work sheets for children in the age group
of 7-11 and 12-14 to be completed by them during the
session. The children also moulded little pots on the wheel,
painted them and watched over them as they were fired
in the kiln, besides carrying them away as souvenirs. As
Convenor Tasneem Mehta said “They may forget a chapter
they read in school, but they will cherish this hands-on lesson
in Indian pottery… They also learnt that the Museum has a
proud collection of pottery that derives from the paintings
in the Ajanta caves as well as Jaipur and Azamgarh”. The

Postage stamp released

A commemorative postage stamp and first day cover
was released under the auspices of the Chapter during
a programme organized by the Postal Department to
mark the 179th birth anniversary of Baburao Puleshwar
Shedmake, a tribal revolutionary of the 1857 uprising.
He was hanged by the British Government from a tree
in the district central jail premises on 21st October 1857.
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programme was supervised by internationally trained art
education consultant Purnima Sampat.
A series of such workshops have been planned for Saturday
mornings on other collections of the Museum like silver
repousse work, miniature paintings, communities,
occupations, temple architecture and deities of India. The
series hopes to reach out to children of over 200 private
school children, BMC schools and those attached to various
NGOs in Mumbai. A nominal fee of Rs.100/- is charged for
participating in the workshops, but it is free of charge for
civic schools and voluntary organizations. Some of the
workshops will be conducted in Marathi.
The Chapter also proposes to include a teachers’ training
program in museum education, in art heritage and history,
to be conducted in collaboration with INTACH HECS
Division.

Bhubaneswar Chapter Silver Jubilee Celebration. HE, Governor
M.C. Bhandare of Orissa addressing the gathering

a rare treat. On 16th February the Governor Sri Muralidhar
Chandrakant Bhandare was invited to a special function
organized by the State Chapter with Members from Cuttack,
Mayurbhanj and Korapur in attendance. A commemorative
issue of Ayithiha news bulletin of the Chapter, along with
an updated Directory of Bhubaneswar Members were
released on the occasion. Former Convenors of the State
and Bhubaneswar Chapter, among them Shri KP Singh
Deo MP and State Minister AU Singh, were presented with
Silver Jubilee commemorative souvenirs.

Pune
It may be recalled that the first outlet Warsaa - The Heritage
Shop at Shaniwarwada was inaugurated in 2004 by film
star Amir Khan. The sale of products of local craftsmen and
of various NGO publications has secured a regular clientele
of arts and crafts lovers, successfully establishing the shop
on a firm footing. Traditional crafts were vitalized through
seed funds for creating a variety of new designs that have
been widely appreciated.

One of the first activities of INTACH in Orissa was a successful
movement that prevented the Bhubaneswar Municipality
from demolishing the Pataleswara Temple. Another was the
detailed documentation of unprotected monuments in the
State. The partnership with BMC continues. Currently the
Konarak Temple, a World Heritage Site, is in serious need of
INTACH efforts to draw Government and public attention
to its gradual degeneration and loss of priceless sculpted
panels.

Coordinator Supriya Goturkar reports that Pune Chapter is
now set to launch the second Heritage Shop at the Ishanya
Mall to access people residing on the other side of the city
that is fast expanding. It will be inaugurated by Ms.Mrinal
Kulkarni and Ms. Lila Poonawalla with the support of
Ishanya. A fashion show of heritage fabrics like the khann,
in myriad hues and multiple designs will see many well
known faces of Pune walking the ramp for the cause of
heritage at the Ishanya amphitheatre.

Orissa
Bhubaneswar
The finals of the State-level Power Quiz on art and culture
on 23rd January was the first programme of the Chapter
to mark the inauguration of the Silver Jubilee Year of
INTACH. Earlier zonal rounds had been held at Berhampur,
Sambalpur, Balasore and Bhubaneswar through DecJanuary. For the finale at the at the Ekamra Haat complex,
held in collaboration with the Rotary Club of New Horizon.
The Minister for Energy and Culture Sri Surya Narayan
Patra was invited as Chief Guest to give away prizes to the
winning team of the four zones and of the finals.
On 8th February a day long trip was organized to the mouth
of the Chilka Lake. The sighting of the Erawadi dolphins was

HE, Governor of Orissa releasing special issue of bulletin Ayithiha
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town with placards and banners, while school children took
part in the grand finale. It was a great scenario eliciting the
participation of many dignitaries, senior citizens and news
reporters. Shri KC Panigrahy, Director of Tribal Museum
extended heartful thanks to all participants for making this
first post inaugural event a civic success.

Condolences
Life Member Sri Dhanesh Parekh of the Cuttack Chapter
passed away in December at the age of sixty seven. CoConvenor Tushar Kanta Ghosh writes that he had been the
“moving spirit behind many projects of the Chapter”, and
his absence will no doubt be sorely felt by all his colleagues
and friends. INTACH Head Office joins them in offering our
deepest sympathies to Smt. Parekh, her sons and family at
their grievous loss. Our heartfelt condolences are sent with
many good wishes for their comfort and future well being.

Mayurbhanj

Koraput
The venue for the inauguration of the Koraput Chapter
on 11th January was the Tribal Museum, amidst the
mango groves on the premises. The Collector cum District
Magistrate, Gadadhar Parida presided over the meeting, with
the DG Police Amiya Bhushan Tripathy as the Chief Guest.
Koraput Chapter took concrete shape due to the efforts of
Sri K.Ch.Panigrahy who is appointed as the Convenor. Sri
Ananta Mahapatra, former Convenor and Co-Convenor Sri
SK Biyaendra Narain , as well as several Chapter Members
graced this special occasion. After the lighting of the lamp
at the tribal deity, the guests participated in the sacred
rituals of the Paraja tribes conducted by the Gurumais and
clan heads.

There was a special meeting at Khiching Temple with
25 INTACH Members on 28th December, when the
eminent literateur and Kendra Akademy awardee Prof.
Jatindra Mohan Mohanty spoke about the rich heritage of
Mayurbhanj galvanising a great deal of enthusiasm among
Members. They took up the cleanliness of the premises
for a start. A book “Khiching” in Oriya by Dr. PK Mishra
was released. The late Birbal Bose, an archaeologist of
Mayurbhanj who dedicated his life for the conservation of
historical monuments and constructed the main temple at
Khiching was upheld as a role model for the Chapter which
now has a membership of 51 people headed by Convenor
Prabod Kumar Mishra.

Sri Tripathy gave a brief account of INTACH’s activities
in Orissa, wishing the new Chapter a bright future. He
said Koraput was the meeting ground of integration of
three major cultural groups of India – the original forest
dwellers of pre-Dravidan times, then the Dravidian and
post Dravidian inhabitants. Shri Mahapatra stressed on the
need to preserve the material and non-material cultures of
all three. While the Central and the Orissa Governments
have agencies for developing places of cultural interest in
the region, there are many less known cultural objects that
need to be searched and brought to public attention like
old documents, copper plates, coins, inscriptions, palm
leaf manuscripts that could be taken up by the Chapter. The
Nawarangpur area for example is a place of great cultural
heritage that needs to be brought into the limelight. The
State Convenor offered Rs.18,000 for the corpus fund of
Koreput Chapter for meeting the initial expenditure, with a
small donation committed by the INTACH Chapter Division
also. The ceremonial event concluded with a colourful
programme of Dhemsa dancers.
The first activity undertaken by the Chapter was a Heritage
Walk on Founders’ Day 27th January, in coordination with
the Tribal Museum, Lions Club and Walker’s Club to herald
the Silver Jubilee Year of INTACH. Members moved around

At the Khiching Temble, Mayurbhanj
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Rajasthan

Dr. Subhash Purohit

Jodhpur

INTACH Life Member Dr. Subhash
Purohit is a prominent Legal
Consultant, former President of the
Jodhpur Municipal Corporation and
currently Chairman of the Institute
of Consumer Education & Research.
He has been appointed as Member,
Rajasthan Subordinate and Ministerial
Services Selection Board, Jaipur. The
Board was set up to lighten the excess
work load of the Rajasthan Public
Service Commission. INTACH extends congratulations to
Dr. Purohit and wishes him every success in this prestigious
assignment.

INTACH Member Rajendra S.
Mehta has been working in
collaboration with the local Lions
Club to save the national bird,
the Peacock. This long- feathered
brilliantly hued bird can be spotted
all over the arid lands of the
desert State. Prized for both their
tender meat and brilliant plumes,
increasing incidents of poaching
have raised alarm bells, with an animal rights organization
deciding to conduct a census of the peacock population.
The Peacock remains the national bird, with a prominent
place in Indian art, culture, poetry and heritage. Its feathers
graced the crowned heads of princes and kings.

Udaipur
The seminar on Intangible Heritage of Mewar was organized
on 2nd January at the Maharana Kumbha Bhavan
Auditorium in Udaipur, making a head start at the New
Year. Chief Guest Dr. Devendra Dodhawat, Director of the
West Zone Culture Centre spoke on the Living Traditions and
Performing Arts giving vivid descriptions of different forms
of arts and crafts, folk festivals, traditional music and dances
of Mewar heritage. He detailed historical background
of different terracotta, wooden craft Kavad, others like
Phad, Meenakari, Sanjhikala, Thevakala and several types
of headgear like Safa, Pagadi, etc, which are a part of the
living heritage of this fabled State. Presenatations were also
made by Sarvashri S Ranawat, Ravi Bhandari, Manish Arora,
Dr. Satish Sharma, Arvind Mathur and Convenor SK Verma.
A special cake iced with INTACH Silver Jubilee Year was cut
on the occasion.

Its hunting and trapping is punishable under Wildlife
Protection Act 1972 at present, but that has never stopped
poachers on the prowl.
It is laudable that Shri Mehta has taken the initiative to
launch a campaign to save the Peacock , as a former District
Governor of Lions Club International, Dist:323 E-2.
Hiring Heritage
Controversy dogs actor Salman Khan, as it happened once
again when his film crew vandalized the Amber Fort during
a recent shoot. That is inevitable in reel life when hundreds
of workers and equipment move around on site without
any contractual agreement regarding damages. In real life,
is it enough to make a film maker’s shoot more expensive
at protected monuments on the assumption that the money
could be used for upkeep of the site? Currently ASI charges a
flat rate of Rs.5000/- per day for shooting films, a minuscule
amount in a film budget running into crores and crores. ASI
proposes to raise the charges to Rs.10 lakhs per day for World
Heritage Site, but there is concern that film makers may be
deterred form shooting at these monuments at all. It is a
Catch 22 situation.

Immediately following the Seminar, the Chapter organized
jointly with the National Geographic USA represented by
renowned photographer Ed Kasi and Sanjhi (for youth
and students), a Workshop on Nature and Environment
Photography from 5th-10th January.
Manek Chowk of the City Palace, Udaipur was splashed
in colour from 6th-8th March by a Workshop-cum-Crafts
Bazaar on Mewar Textile Art aptly entitled Rang. The focus
was on the culture of colour on cloth. It was organized
jointly by INTACH Udaipur Chapter, the Maharana of Mewar
Charitable Foundation (MMFC), the souvenir and lifestyle
boutique Aashika, the women’s handicraft enterprise
Sadhana, and the Department of Textiles and Apparel
Designing of the College of Home Science in Maharana
Pratap University. Specially to be mentioned are Dr. Skye
Morrisson, a textile designer and folklorist from Canada;
and INTACH Life Member Gazala who was the convener
of the Bazaar. Chief Executive Leela Vijayvergia and

In any case, currently the money collected goes into the
Consolidated Fund of India. If the money could be retained
by ASI, and they are held responsible for its proper utilization,
and heavy penalty levied for damages to historical buildings,
perhaps there could be some justification for renting out
heritage sites for film shoots that popularize them as
places to visit. Private owners of heritage properties have
successfully maintained them by converting them into hotels
and charging heavily.
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Tamil Nadu

Mined District

Chennai

Udaipur is the most mined district in Rajasthan, according

January was the month of the Pongal with week long
holidays for schools, so the Heritage Awareness Programme
was launched by the Chapter in February. Former Convenor
PT Krishnan and leading conservation architect inaugurated
the two workshops for teachers and students of schools
in and around Chennai, held at Sankara Vidyashram
Matriculation Higher Secondary School on 10th February.

to the Centre for Science and Environment (CSE) released at
a function co-organised by the Jodhpur based Mine Labour
Protection Campaign. The report released by Justice Govind
Mathur of the High Court states : Rajasthan is sitting on a
potential outburst of mining activities which can lead to very
serious consequences”. The ominous signs of an impending
ecological disaster encompassing land, air and water have

The first session covered a unique subject Mathematics
Traditions in Pre-Modern India, conducted by Dr.Seetha
Sundaram, an acknowledged authority on ancient
mathematical Sanskrit texts and a research scholar at the
Kuppuswamy Sastri Research Institute. She dealt with
various mathematics and geometry concepts such as prime
numbers, fractions and the Pythagoras Theorem. The
students learned how mathematics was taught in ancient
times using images and scenes from local forests and village
environments. She also outlined the contributions made by
famous old mathematicians like Arayabhatta and Bhaskara.
The second workshop was on the subject Archaeology and
Numismatics and their relevance in the present day context,
conducted by Dr. S. Suresh, archaeologist and museum
display consultant who is also the Convenor Chennai
Chapter. He arranged to bring ancient ceramics, terracotta
sculptures and coins to give students a hands on touchfeel-examine experience.

also been highlighted in the Sixth State of India’s Environment
Report. Rajasthan accounts for 1324 mine leases for major
minerals, and 10,851 for minor minerals, and 19,251 quarry
licences for mining stones. A rich land and poor people are all
at the mercy of political decisions. However, much else makes
Udaipur one of the best destinations of India.

Production Head Manjula Singh from the NGO Sadhana
were the resource persons for this workshop-cum-bazaar.
It was the personal involvement of all these persons which
contributed to an amazing display of traditional printed
fabrics unique to Rajasthan. The exhibits included Haath ki
Bandhej; Laheria specific for turbans used during different
occasions and seasons; rainbow coloured garments known
as Dhanak ki Tikai and Basanti ki Chapai; Rangoli printing;
traditional pure silver or gold foil work on garments
popularly known as Chandi ki Chapai; Bandhej designs
using old blocks mostly used by tribal communities; and
mud resist printing from Akola; etc.

Both workshops culminated in a quiz on the themes
discussed, and small prizes awarded to the winners. It
was a fun-filled way to learn and much enjoyed by the
70 odd students from 8 schools kindling a new interest in
the subjects. Many avowed to pursue a career related to
heritage conservation!

Convenor INTACH Udaipur SK Verma discussed several
issues related to the traditional art of printing and promotion
of Rajasthan textiles. He proposes Cooperative Societies
of the rural artisans, and undertaking value addition and
marketing support; both very constructive suggestions
that would bolster traditional textile and the livelihood for
the communities involved in designing and printing for
which Rajasthan is well known even in the fashion world.
The Chapter has chalked out a series of programmes for the
Silver Jubilee Year. This quarterly year closes with special
presentations on City Development Plan by Dr. Shikha
Jain, DROHNA, Gurgaon and by Dr. Ajay Khare, Head of
Architecture Department, Mesra, Ranchi.

Convenor Dr.Suresh conducted a series of tours for young
people through the month of February. Members of the
Hayagriva Study Circle toured major monuments and sites
connected with the Chola dynasty that ruled over large
parts of South India during the 9th-13th centuries. The
main sites covered from 12th-16th February were Tanjavur,
Darasuram, Gangaikonda, Cholapuram, Kodumbalur
and Nartyhamalai. On 21st February students and
teachers of the St.George’s School Chennai were taken
on a Heritage Walk of Fort St.George where a series of
heritage buildings are located in a sprawling wooded area
of the historic Poonamalle High Road. INTACH Member
and conservationist Elias Koshy is currently involved in
the restoration work here. The walk covered important
landmarks including the St.Mary’s Church, the Clive
House, King’s Barracks, the Secretariat Building and finally
the Fort Museum showcasing British rule in India. On 23rd

Shri SK Verma is of the view that “we ought to come together
to pool our resources of commitment, concern, energy,
time and enthusiasm to ensure success for INTACH’s major
conservation initiative”….and that “development activities
do not compromise their strengths, through deliberate action
or lack of action”
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INTACH hopes that this strongly worded letter from
Convenor Sunayana Choudhary elicits the response
mandatory under the RTI from the Government authorities
concerned.

February an Educational Tour of Shiva Temples coincided
with the Mahashivarathri festival. It was a night long tour
starting at 6 pm from Nathamalai and ending at Karaikudi
around 7am the next day. Dr. Suresh gave the running
commentary on the art, history and architecture of these
temples with reference to the Chettinad Region. During
26th-28th February the students of St. Gorge School were
divided into groups, with each collecting information about
a particular building assigned to them like the Santhome
Basilica, the Chepauk Palace, etc. At the end of the tour the
students made a power presentation to their teachers and
created a cardboard model of the building.

Nagercoil
One of the major
achievements
of
this four year old
Chapter has been
the
identification
and
documentation
of 60 wayside inns
(Vazhi Madam) of the
Kanykumari District at
Trivancode, Seathapal,
etc. Some of these
were built as far back
as the year 1535. One
474 year old travellers’
Post Box 1926, prior to Indian Postal
inn near Chunankadai
Services
was renovated by the
INTACH Chapter with two-thirds fund provided by the local
administration, and converted into a reading room for local
people. St. Xavier’s College donated the reading material.
The Chapter recommends that the State ASI should
officially enumerate all such roadside Madams some of
which are on the verge of collapse, and local Panchayats
made responsible for their regular reuse and upkeep. The
Madams are also threatened due to lack of directive to the
highway authorities who consider them obstructions to
their road widening operations.

INTACH congratulates Dr. S. Suresh on these highly
imaginative programmes undertaken to create heritage
awareness among youth.
Coimbatore
Shri Selvaraj and Smt. Lakshmi Selvaraj hosted the
Chapter Meeting on 24th February at the Coimbatore
Club. Convenor V. Rajkumar informs that the meeting
commenced with a prayer, followed by 2-minutes silence
observed in memory of victims of the 26th November’08
terrorist attack at Mumbai.
Shri Rajesh Govindarajalu briefed Members on the action
taken by the Pollution Control Board whereby 40 dyeing
units had been closed. Member Kalaivani Chengappa read
out a press report on the GH Administrative Block being
restored as per the plans given by INTACH. A team from the
Chapter including former Convenor Shashi Gulati will be
visiting the GH shortly.
Kodikanal

The Chapter organized study visits lead by Convenor Dr.
RS Lal Mohan to Aralvaimozhi to study the ancient 1809
Chuna Chavadi and inspect a huge grinding stone; and
to the Asambu Forest in search of an 1840 Missionary

The Chapter addressed a letter to the Collector under the
Right to Information Act seeking details of the Committee
constituted to look into the Kodaikanal Master Plan, as
it was widely rumoured that it had been constituted in
a clandestine manner without due publicity. INTACH
requested that all details may be provided to all environment
NGOs and similar organizations. It stated “We hope that this
Committee has been given clear directive about the objectives,
including protection and the conservation of the ecology and
environment of Kodaikanal as well as its heritage with emphasis
on elimination of corruption, which is rampant in the Princess
of Hill Resort”. INTACH further wanted to know if there are
any members with vested interests on the Committee, and
if they were technically qualified to represent all sectors of
society, and their competence to assess the environmental
impact on Kodaikanal. Copies of the letter were sent to the
Director of Town and Country Planning, Chennai and the
Commissioners/Secretary, Government Housing and Urban
Development Department of Tamil Nadu.

A traditional offering to the Murugan Temple (Thirichenthoor) in Eraniel,
Kanyakumari District
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Bungalow. The State Government has also been urged to
protect historical monuments like the Marunthu Kottai on
the way to Kulasekharam constructed in 1744 by General
Eustache Delenoy who deserted the Dutch East India
Company. Another such historical place built at the same
time is the Maiyakottai believed to have been used as a
cremation ground. Many such heritage buildings and sites
are still standing, but in dire neglect.
The first Newsletter of the Chapter was released by the
Convenor on 23rd March at a function attended by Chief
Education Officer Shri Ponniah, Co-Convenor Dr. Sumithra
Raguvaran, Shri Chenthi Nadarajan, Shri P. Nallaperumal,
Shri SS Davidson and the sponsor of the Newsletter Shri R.
Ponnambalam.

Signage at Botanical Gardens, a joint effort by INTACH Chapter and Inner
Wheel, Ootacamund

The Chapter launched a joint project with the Inner Wheel
Club of Ootacamund to put up signages in Tamil and
English drawing attention to the historic antecedents like
the contribution of WC McIvor of the Royal Botanical Kew
gardens in London after whom the McIvor Fern House
on the premises is named. It was he who planted the
first mulberry tree in Ooty and introduced red and white
Camellias.
During the current Silver Jubilee Year, the Nilgiris Chapter
proposes to set up Information Boards at all heritage sites
in the District.
Udhagamandalam
Release of the first Newsletter

Fifty years ago it was Sir CP Ramaswamy Aiyer, former
Dewan of Travancore, who said “I have gone all over the
world, except perhaps Northern Siberia and I can say without
fear of contradiction that there are only a few places which
can equal if not surpass the natural splendour of Ooty” It is
heartening to note that his granddaughter INTACH Convenor
Geetha Srinivasan still subscribes to the view despite the
‘progressive’ environmental degradation. It explains her
tireless efforts to check activities that violate the ethos of the
hills. She is currently Vice President of the Nilgiri Wildlife and
Environment Association, much concerned over promotion
of developmental activities and quite determined to protect
the bio-diversity of the blue hills by every means possible.
She questions the wisdom of choosing the Singara area near
Mdhumalai Tiger Reserve for locating the Indian Neutrino
Observatory. As wife of a former Chairman of the Atomic
Energy Commission she well understands the importance
of scientific advancement, but is vehemently opposed to
setting up such projects in an ecologically sensitive spot.
Such careless development projects spell doom for Ooty,
once known as Udhaghamandalam from the times of the
Todas. Hopefully Geetha Srinivsan will succeed in her resolve
to prevent Ooty’s vivid shades of green turning into grey
cement jungles.

Nilgiris
Convenor Geetha Srinivasan addressed a Press on the eve
of the 27th All India Rose Convention and the International
Rose Seminar held on 17th-18th January. Highlighting
its theme “For the Love of the Rose”, she focused on the
importance of such events for promoting eco-tourism.
The Convention was organized by the President of the
Nilgiris Rose Society Krishna Kumar and Nilgiris Chapter
Members, jointly with the Tamil Nadu Department of
Horticulture The Convention concluded with a scintillating
dance recital partly sponsored by the Chapter and rendered
by Bindu Padmanabhan and Manju Saravanan, students
of Guru Gayathri Punyamurthi from the renowned dance
institute of Kalakshetra in Chennai.
The venue Centenary Rose Park has been recognized with the
“Garden of Excellence” award, an honour bestowed to date
on only one other Asian garden in Japan. Another famous
garden in Ooty is the Government Botanical Gardens, that
is over a century old and regarded as a heritage garden.
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Thanjavur

published in the Lucknow edition of the Times of India, 27th.
February. He requests reproducing an excerpt to get back
similar feedbacks from Convenors and Members travelling
overseas. A new agenda for INTACH? The question remains:
Can Indian Missions overseas get such sites restored by
involving local authorities or NRIs? Probably this suggestion
is inspired by the Scottish Cemetery Project successfully
undertaken by the Kolkata Chapter.

Convenor SBRB Chattrapathy informs that the Prakriti
Foundation, a Chennai based organization conducted a
music festival at Thiruvaiyaru that showcased the music
centre which has been in existence since the time of Saint
Thiyagaraja. The programme called the Brahan Natyanjali
was held in association with the South Zone Cultural Centre,
the Sangeet Natak Akademi and the Deptt. of Tourism,
Tamilnadu at the Big Temple from 23rd Feb-1st March.

Uttar Pradesh
Rohilkhand
The Silver Jubilee celebrations were inaugurated on 1st
February by the Chapter with the attendance of many
high dignitaries. Mr. Christian Schilag, Cultural Minister
in the Embassy of Germany and his wife Eva Maria KoepSchilag, District Magistrate Rampur Shaker Lal Pandey,
and Suptdt. of Police- Rampur Veer Bhahadur Singh were
among the invitees. The event was organized by Shri
Khalid and his deputy Shri Kashif, both actively involved
in the organisational details of this event. Ustad Sakhawat
Khan, the acclaimed vocalist of the Sahaswan Gharana,
that traces its roots back to the legendary singer Tansen
of the Mughul Court, recited some ghazals penned by the
late Nawabs of Rampur. Two children playing yesteryear
Darvish beggars delighted the audience with their song
“Chidiya rain basera…” It was a spell binding evening
for the audience. Ms. Pagah Haidar, a senior student of
St.Francis Convent was awarded a trophy and citation
for her outstanding essay on Chiragh Ali Shah, a 17th
century mystic whose neglected mazar still survives in her
ancestral village of Sethal.

Big Temple

Uttarakhand
Nainital
Convenor Ranjit Bhargava drew attention to his article on
“India’s heritage sites abroad in dire need of a saviour”,

Excerpted from the Times of India, Lucknow
In 1942 Japanese forces under General Yamashita occupied Singapore, and there were 40,000 Indian soldiers among those taken as
POWs. In 1942 Colonel Mohan Singh alongwith Major Fujiwara announced the formation of Azad Hind Fauj (INA-JIFFS) to liberate
India from British rule. In 1943 Subhash Chandra Bose as its Chairman gave his famous call “Chalo Dilli”. The Cathy Hall behind
Farrer Park, later Town Hall and now part of the Supreme Court, was the INA Office where the interim Government of India was
proclaimed. The area witnessed several parades led by Capt. Ram Singh to the tune of “Kadam, kadam bharhaya jaa”. In 1945 Netaji
commissioned a memorial to the unknown Indian soldiers of INA who laid down their lives fighting the British, which was demolished
when the British reoccupied Singapore in 1946. A small bronze plaque in poor condition put up by the Heritage Board is all that
remains of it today. “The Indian Government has done nothing to restore the monument erected by Netaji Bose to commemorate this
stirring saga of valour in India’s freedom struggle, despite the fact that our political leaders of all parties do not hesitate to throw up
Netaji’s name to add glamour to their political lineage”, as per the report.
The legendary Jim Corbett was forced to migrate from India to Paxtu in Kenya from where he wrote many of his famous shikar
memories like My India, Jungle Lore, Temple Tiger, Man Eater of Rudraprayag and Tree Tops. His grave in Nyeri Anglican Church is in
a pathetic condition. Lala Hardayal who founded the Gadar Party went to win American support in 1912. The Gadar Ashram in San
Francisco lies in ruins. Harindra Nath Chattopadhyay (brother of Sarojini Naidu) went to Germany to seek European support for Indian
Independence; his grave in Berlin also lies in ruins.
Even if the Government took some initiatives to find patronage for these overseas heritage sites, the Indian Embassies are not in a
position to monitor their maintenance.
It is unlikely that a project like the Scottish Cemetery can be replicated overseas (see under Kolkata)
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the RCAHMS, Continuity (comprising architects in Kolkata)
and the Highland Council. The long standing tropical trees
were retained to provide a canopy for the graves, while the
general jungle and strangling vines were removed before
systematically recording the monuments in the Cemetery
adopting a standardized methodology. Internment records
were researched yielding 90% of recognizable Scottish
names like Andersen, McGregor, Campbell and Ross and
most others Bengali names like Banerjee and Mukerjee. A
surviving early 20th century cemetery plan reveals that it
has over 1600 burial plots. Detailed recording of individual
monuments continue, with database upgraded. The KSHT
located in Edinburgh intends to raise the necessary funds
to restore this evocative site for the benefit of the local
population and for its historical value, but it is generally felt
that restoration cannot be successfully sustained without
local community involvement.

Iconic, Incredible Taj
Much has been written about the noticeable deterioration at
Taj Mahal, unauthorized photography, careless maintenance,
etc. in the national dailies. Some walls have cracks, marble
slabs have fallen off in places including the main dome. Weeds
are sprouting from behind bricks. A close examination shows
that one of the “seven wonders of the world” is in bad shape.
And officially admitted as such by the Archaeological Survey
of India.
A uniquely Indian solution to the problem is the joint exercise
now being undertaken by the Uttar Pradesh Forest Department
and the Lucknow-based Organic India Private Ltd. Its Global
CEO Krishnan Gupta explains that Tulsi is one of the best plants
which purifies the environment. It has a cleaning action of
releasing high amount of oxygen, thus minimizing the adverse
impact of industrial and refinery emissions. Gram Panchayats
and school children have been asked to join in this drive. One
million Tulsi saplings are in the process of being planted in
nature parks near the Taj Mahal and around Agra. The Neem
and Peepal tress have a similar effect.

Santiniketan
Convenor Subir Adhikari informs that a Heritage Walk was
organized on 4th February to commence the Silver Jubilee
celebrations of the Chapter. The Visva-Bharati University gave
permission to the students and teachers of Patha Bhabana,
INTACH Members and their invitees to walk through the
core area of their campus. Co-Convenor Susmita Guha
Roy addressed the gathering on the importance of the
Guru Rabindranath Tagore’s heritage at Santiniketan. The
group proceeded towards the Uttarayan complex carrying
banners and posters, singing Rabindra Sangeet as they
made their way along a well charted route, stopping to
distribute sweets and tea along the way.

Tulsi plantation may alleviate the pollution, but what about the
missing marble slabs and priceless inlay of the Taj Mahal?

Convenor Nawab Kazim Ali Khan, MLA writes that the next
event is scheduled to be held on World Heritage Day in
April. He received a communication from a local resident,
Dr. Sarkar Haidar that reads : “So many things are on the
verge of extinction and it would require a true Jihad to keep
them from dying……Kindly let me know if I can be of help
in your monumental task”. If only there were a million
more Dr.Haidars!

West Bengal
Kolkata
Convenor GM Kapur informs that the Kolkata Scottish
Heritage Trust (KSHT) was established for executing the
Scottish Cemetery Project initiated by the Chapter. The six
acres cemetery lay almost forgotten, only glimpsed through
the thick undergrowth. It was engulfed by the fast paced and
densely packed growth of Calcutta, once the headquarters
of the East India Company and then for a short period
the administrative capital of the British Raj. Established in
1820, extended in 1858, the cemetery continued to be the
principal burial grounds for generations of Calcutta-based
Scots and members of St Andrew’s congregation, Welsh
and other Non-Conformists; but it had become a burden for
St. Andrew’s Church, and rarely visited by relatives if at all.
In 2008 under the auspices of KSHT, a joint team from
Scotland and India undertook the first stage of the project
under the auspices of KSHT to evolve a detailed strategy for
its restoration. The site investigation team was headed by
Tom Addyman, with members from Simpson and Brown,

Heritage Walk, Santiniketan
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On 18th February a Heritage Tour was conducted from
Santiniketan to Kalikapur covering a distance of 35 kms, to
a early 18th century palatial building belonging to Jaminder
Gour Kanta Roy. Here by the side of the sprawling building
now in ruins stands the Jora Siva Temple and the Durga Bari.
The eighth generation Roys are still living in one part of
the ruins and generously offered hospitality to the visitors,
including home made sweets by Smt.Roy. There was much
to learn about life lived 100 years ago from the family and

the ruined premises. On the return journey a halt at Babahut
at Neelkuthi for a traditional lunch served in brass utensils
was a pleasant interlude that delighted everyone. Smt.Rama
Adhikari, Smt. Neela Basu, Smt. Susmita Guharoy, Smt.
Sumitra Khan and Shri. Debraj Mukherjee were specially
thanked for their efforts in making this a memorable outing
for INTACH Members.

On the Heritage Trail

News from Overseas Chapters
Overseas Chapters

community of millions of NRIs and PIOs living all over
the world, seeking links with their home country. “An
involvement in the preservation of heritage in India might be
a good way to remain linked to the land of their ancestors.
But also, and not less important, a lot of the tourists that ever
came to India, remain ‘hooked’ to its culture and are looking
to do something with that vague homesick feeling that keeps
haunting them. For both groups, an INTACH Chapter in their
country of residence can be a welcome initiative”.

Belgium
Convenor Geert Robberechts is often confronted with
a double question : does INTACH have Chapters abroad,
and why on earth in Belgium? He also says that he has
discovered two historic links between the two countries,
one being Belgian glass and the other was the personal
friendship between the royals of Belgium and Benaras.
To his questioners he points out that there is a huge
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Belgium? INTACH’s reply would be : why not - when you
have a Convenor like Geert Robberechts who took the
initiative to set up the Chapter and successfully runs the
project Lost Gardens of Khajuraho from thousands of miles
away! Visiting India frequently, of course.
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Boston
In addition to the US Chapter headquartered at New York,
Cynthia Frederick has been appointed as the Convenor
of the newly opened Boston Chapter, with Amit Dixit as
its Co-Convenor. A meeting of the Board and Executive
Committee has been held to chart out future activities.
The Convenor is of the view that most successful American
NGOs have multi-city networks, and it is felt that it would
be the best course to adopt a similar approach to develop
INTACH activities in the United States.

USA
Convenor Naveen Kapur has launched a major membership
drive as the thrust area of activity during 2009, with regular
telecoms including two face-to-face meetings with key
volunteers if possible. It is an ambitious plan for creating
awareness of INTACH’s mission on a Pan-American scale.
A one-day regional conference with the primary motive to
expand membership is planned, and expected to leverage
fund raising and sponsorship of projects in due course.

Mr. R. Trehan is Vice Chairmen of Apptis
Holdings INC, a professional services and
technology deployment company with
offices worldwide and revenues exceeding
$700 M. A graduate of Birla Institute of
Technology, with Masters and PH. D from
U.S. Universities, Mr. Trehan worked as
head of information and communications systems at MITRE.
He conducted critical performance and feasibility analysis of
ARPANET, the predecessor of the Internet for DARPA. In 1987
he founded SETA providing high end technology consultancy
serving almost all departments of the US Federal Government.

The USA Chapter proposes to get INTACH-USA web site on
line, and set up a network of INTACH Members on sites like
Yahoo, Linkedin or Facebook in the immediate future.
INTACH submitted a proposal to the New York Chapter for
funding the restoration of the Mangyu Monastery, one of the
oldest and most important monasteries in Ladakh built by
Lhotsava Rhin-Chen-bZang-Po. The work of restoration for
which the Chapter has committed $20005 will commence
in May 2009, under an agreement executed with the
Gompa authorities. On the basis of preliminary estimates,
necessary procurement of material for the restoration is
currently underway.

Mr. Trehan is a valuable member of the New York Chapter and
helped in raising the funding for the Mangyu Monastery. He
has been an invited speaker to many organizations including
the Commission of the European Communities, National
Academy of Sciences, European Computing Conference,
etc. He featured on the Voice of America (VOA) worldwide
programs as an immigrant success story.

INTACH Membership
During January - March, 2009
Life Members

Life Members

Shri Mudit Jain

Jhalavad

Business

Ms Sejal Atul Halani

Jhalavad

Housewife

Shri Shantilal H Dabhi

Jhalavad

Medical Practice

Shri Bharat J Gajjar

Jhalavad

Builder & Chemist

Shri Jehangir Vakil

Jhalavad

B.A. (Hons), B.Com

Captain Sorab Canteenwalla

Jhalavad

Army Service

Shri Tejas Ashok Shah

Jhalavad

Financial Consultant

Shri Ajit Kumar Sukhija

Goa

Business

Shri Bachchu Singh
Kanasana

Morena

Business

Ms Babyraja Kanasana

Morena

Social Work

Ms Nishita Pradeep Ansaria

Jamnagar

Homeopathy Consultant

Shri Prasanta Kumar Rout

Cuttack

Business

Lt Colonel P S Bajaj

G.Noida,

Retd./Real Estate
Consultant

Ms Reema Kumar Jadeja

Jamnagar

Freelance Journalist/
Entrepreneur

Shri Ponnala Rammohan

Warangal

Business

Shri Anubhav R Nath

Delhi

Entrepreneur/Curator &
Writer

Ms Virajitha Chimalapati

Delhi

Architect

Dr S Justin

Nagercoil

Medical Physician

Shri Naveen Capoor

Ajmer

Communication
Consultant

Shri Mahendra Vikram Singh

Ajmer

Agriculture/ Social Service

Ms Anila Mackaden

Calicut

Teacher

Shri Akkineni Narayana Rao

Mahabubnagar

Business

Shri V S R K Prasad

Mahabubnagar

Business

Shri Tandra Hanumanlu

Mahabubnagar

Retd. Dy. D.E.O.

Shri Sadurla Nagender

Mahabubnagar

Business

Dr M Sreeramulu

Mahabubnagar

Medical Practitioner

Shri Manoj Sharma

Jabalpur

Advocate, High Court

Shri Sattur Chandrakumar

Mahabubnagar

Business

Shri R L Narasimha Raju

Kadapa

Retd Dy GM, CBSNL

Shri L Balaji

Mahabubnagar

Software Engineer

Shri A Rajendraprasad

Kadapa

Teacher

Shri M Rajan

Chennai

Retd. UN Official

Shri Tallapaka Ramamurthy

Kadapa

Retd Asst. Director, SXLR

Ms Jamuna Rajan

Chennai

Housewife

Shri Mogilichendu Suresh

Kadapa

MPDO, Muddanur

Ms Bharati Shroff

Chennai

Advertising (Retd.)
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Life Members

Life Members

Shri Vinod Kumar Sharma

Lalitpur

Service

Shri Sheikh Saud Uz Zaman

Banda

Shri Pratik Maheshwari

Lalitpur

Business

Dr Shabana Rafique

Banda

Pvt Medical Practice

Shri Gabin Jean-Louis Henri

Varanas

Prof of French Literature
(Retd)

Shri Badrud Duja Naqvi

Banda

Judge

Shri Vijay Singh Chauhan

Banda

Teaching

Shri Adhikesavan M Ganesh

Varanasi

Photographer

Dr Pratibh Singh Parihar

Banda

Teaching

Agriculture

Shri Raj Kumar

Varanasi

Business

Ms Nirmla Sharma

Banda

Teaching

Shri Chandra Shekhar
Chitrala

Bhubaneswar

Business

Dr(Ms) Chhavi Purwar

Banda

Lecturer

Shri Mohammad Haleem
Khan

Delhi

Civil Service

Shri O P Kejariwal

Varanasi

Civil Servant (Retd.)

Shri Alok Ranjan

Lucknow

Govt Service (IAS )

Shri Ajay Kumar Kejriwal

Jhalavad

Business

Ms Parvathy Gunupati

A P Chapter

Business

Shri George Verghese

Coimbatore

Shri Dinesh Kochhar

Kapurthala

Shri Sardul Singh Aujla

Kapurthala

Shri Narinder Handa
Shri Bipin Vinodbhai Sheth
Shri Jaiprakash Raghaviah
Shri Lal Thanhawla

Ms Anuradha Ranjan

Banda

Teaching

Dr(Ms) Kavita Chaudhary

Banda

Teaching

Ms Arti Pandey

Banda

Teaching

Dr Ashwini Kumar Shukla

Banda

Teaching

Dr Nand Lal Shukla

Banda

Teaching

Shri Shakeel Ali Sayed

Banda

President, Dist. Board

Management

Ms Deepti Divya

Delhi

Senior Consultant

Service, Dy Gen.Mgr. JCT
Ltd.

Shri Bhim Raj Garg

Chandigarh

A.G.M., R B I

Ms Usha Chaudhary

Chandigarh

Art & Music

Teaching

Dr Savita Malhotra

Chandigarh

Doctor

Kapurthala

Service

Shri Pradipta Varma

Bhubaneswar

Lawyer

Jamnagar

Tax Consultant

Ms Snigdharani Panigrahi

Bhubaneswar

Legal (adjudicator)

Calicut

Research

Maj.Gen. B P Das

Bhubaneswar

Mizoram

Social Worker

Retd Central Service/
Defence Service

Shri Lalrinawma R

Mizoram

Advocate

Shri Sudhir Varma

Jaipur

IAS (Retd.).
Soc.Pol. Research

Shri Rakesh Kumar Singh

Banda

Tax Consultant

Shri Shyam Kumar Jadia

Banda

Jeweller

Shri Ramendra Sharma

Banda

Distributor (LPG Indane)
National Shooter &
International Jury
(Shooting)

Shri D R Kalra

Baran

OSD in Lok Sabha Sectt.

Shri Iftekhar Ahsan

Kolkata

Travel Agency

Ms Dasri Uma Sopan

Aurangabad

Lecturer

Ms Namita Singh

Chandigarh

Architect

Shri Vidya Nand Singh

Chandigarh

Institutional Membership
India Water Foundation

Delhi

Information, Cultural Affairs & Tourism

Tripura

Pt Jawaharlal Nehru P G College Banda

Banda

News from Here & There
Jai Ho

order. The Western Ghats forests, the largest known habitat
continues to shrink due to urbanisation and plantation. The
discovery of 12 new species of frogs, long believed to be
extinct, was announced in the Zoological Journal of Linnean
Society, London, thanks to 10years of painstaking research
by Sathyabhama Das Biju of Delhi University. There is hope
for the survival of the Earth’s bio-diversity.

After the “Om”, the words “Jai Ho” is considered the next
most energizing word in the Indian lexicon. It is often the
preferred form of greeting in many a rural homes and in
temples in north India. Even pilgrims greet each other with
a resounding Jai Ho as they meet or cross paths during their
religious sojourn.

Eco Warriors

Each of the letters of Jai is a number one letter in numerology
and Jai Ho as a whole is said to represent rising power from
one to seven, corresponding with the body and other
chakras. It was therefore “in the destiny” perhaps that those
words won so many kudos for the film Slumdog Millionaire.

Ten eco-warriors from schools and colleges, as members
of the Indian Youth Climate Network (IYCN), completed a
3,500 km road journey from Chennai to Delhi in 30 days. En
route they talked about the imperatives of climate change;
and also learned many things. As 21 year old Deepa Gupta,
co-founder of IYCN said “We don’t know about so many
indigenous solutions that are prevalent in our country –
like organic farming in Andhra Pradesh, or using neem and
garlic for pesticides, or the kind of recycling in slums such as
Dharavi…. We saw things in place, like the Ghadia solar plant
in Valsad, Gujarat where steam is used for cooking and you

The word “Om” however finds resonance everywhere in
India. There is perhaps a linkage between “Om”, “Ameen”
and “Amen” that lends itself to some deep thinking in times
of social divide manufactured by irreligious elements?

Frogs Forever
Wildlife is not just about tigers and elephants, the lowly
amphibian can croak about its importance in the ecological
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can feed almost 50,000 people in one go” Alexis Ringwald,
an environment management graduate from Yale spoke
about their experience at Rajpipla when the group knocked
on the doors of a local prince’s palace to recharge their
cars’ batteries. They discovered the young prince earned a
living by cultivating worms and selling them as eco-friendly
alternatives to chemical fertilizers. The group soaked solar
energy through mats and panels placed on their vehicles
and the electricity generated was used by Solar Punch, a US
based pop band that toured with the young group, their
message amplified by music.

DMRC Audit
The Delhi Metro (DMRC) is the first rail network in the world
to receive a UN Certificate for doing its bit to fight global
warming. Germany based validation organization TUV
NORAD conducted an audit on behalf of UN Framework
Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) and confirmed
that the DMRC has prevented over 90,000 tons of carbon
dioxide from being released into the atmosphere by
adopting regenerative breaking systems in the metro trains.
The three phase traction motors installed by DMRC act as
generators to produce electrical energy which goes back
into the overhead electricity lines, and the energy is used
by other accelerating trains. Thus an overall saving of 30%
electricity was effected; saving 1,12,500 megawatt hours of
power generation. The DMRC at this rate can eventually
claim 4,00,000 carbon credits for a 10 year crediting
period starting from December 2007 when the project was
registered.
Life Member Ranjit Mathur along with Swapna Liddle are
working with the Metro architect in getting sketches and
write-ups of historical sites displayed in the vicinity of each
Metro Station for the information of commuters. Perhaps
they should do the same inside the stations so there is no
place or scope for graffiti.!

Change Your Nature
Science has improved our lives but we must match the
progress of science with our commitment to preserve and
protect our environment. We need balance!
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According to Buddhist principle of the oneness of life
and environment, a destructive mind produces a barren
devastated natural environment…. War is the most extreme
example of this destructive impulse, destroying both nature
and the human spirit. The twentieth century was a century
of war, but we must make this new century a century of
life, one in which we make life the top priority in all spheres
of human activity.
Excerpt : Dr.Daisaku Ikeda, President Soka Gakkai International

Wise Chimp
Travis, a 14 years old chimpanzee living in suburban
Connecticut enjoyed wine, television and his bed. His owner
Sandra Herold claimed he “couldn’t have been more my son
than if I gave birth to him”. Yet he severely mauled one of
Sandra’s friends and the police shot him dead. A primatologist
of the Bronx Zoo declared that you cannot always predict
how a wild animal will behave when it feels threatened.
Others argue that given the bloody history of homo sapiens,
such behaviour from a member of pan troglodytes may not
be quite so sub human. The two primate cousins share about
98% of their DNA. If some apes have mastered language,
tools, deceit and war, what exactly makes humans unique?
The Max Planck Institute administered a battery of cognitive
tests to adult chimpanzees and orangutans and to two year
old humans with the apes equaling the children in their
understanding of the physical world. In other studies, apes
were better than adult humans at remembering patterns of
numbers! We are smarter. Or are we?
Excerpt : New York Times

STOP PRESS
Avinash Chander Kohli
Life Member Avinash Kohli passed away on 14th April a little
before his time. Founder of Wildlife, Adventure and Sports
Tourism he pioneered kayaking and canoeing in the country.
He introduced White Water Rafting in the early 70s bringing
the thrill of nature into people’s lives, especially the youth
who flocked to his tours to shoot the rapids. He held many
prestigious positions like India Head, International Council
for Game & Wildlife Conservation and Vice President, Indian
Olympic Association; and authored books on the interests he
pursued forever looking for new concepts. Avinash Kohli will
be missed by all adventure lovers, as much as by his bereaved
family.

Chairman: S.K. Misra
Vice Chairman: Asha J. Seth
Member Secretary: Yogendra Narain
HEADS OF DIVISIONS:
I
Dr. O.P. Agrawal, DG ICCI, Lucknow and Material Heritage Division Delhi
I
Dr. Samar Singh, Principal Director, Natural Heritage Division
I
Dr. Shobita Punja, Director HECS
I
Arun Gupta, Advisor, Heritage Tourism Division
I
Prof. R.C. Agrawal, Principal Director, Architectural Heritage Division
I
Jagdish Chander, Director Finance and Administration
I
Bindu Manchanda, Director CCHC
I
Kamalini Sengupta, Director, Intangible Heritage
I
Ambassador Surendra Kumar, Advisor, International Relations
I
Anita Singh, Advisor, Heritage Festivals
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